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Abstract11

The mechanical interaction between ice floes in the polar sea-ice packs plays an12

important role in the state and predictibility of the ice cover. Using a Lagrangian-based13

numerical model we investigate the mechanics of sea ice floe-floe interactions. Our sim-14

ulations show that elastic and reversible deformation offers significant resistance to com-15

pression before ice floes yield with brittle failure. When pressure ridges start to form,16

compressional strength dramatically decreases, implying thicker sea ice is not necessar-17

ily stronger compared to thinner ice. These effects are not accounted for in current sea-ice18

models that describe ice strength by thickness alone. As our results show, the observed19

transition in mechanical state during ridging initiation may lead to biases in simulated20

ridge building rates and sea-ice thickness. We propose a parameterization that describes21

failure mechanics from fracture toughness and Coulomb sliding, improving the representa-22

tion of ridge building dynamics in particle-based and continuum sea-ice models.23

Plain Language Summary24

Considerable areas of the polar oceans are covered by sea ice, formed by frozen sea25

water. The extent and thickness of the ice pack influences local and regional ecology and26

climate. The thickness is in particular important for how resilient the ice is to warmer27

summers. Wind and ocean currents compress and shear the sea ice, and can break and28

stack ice bits into ridges over and under sea level. Current sea ice models assume that the29

ice becomes increasingly rigid as ridges of ice rubble grow. In this study, we model ice30

using a bonded particle model and show that ice becomes significantly weaker right af-31

ter the onset of ridge building. We introduce a mathematical framework that allows these32

physics to be included in large-scale models.33

1 Introduction34

The presence of sea ice in the polar oceans has a profound effect on ocean-atmosphere35

interaction and global climate [e.g., Curry et al., 1995; Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Screen and36

Simmonds, 2010]. The thickness of the sea-ice cover is a key factor controlling the sum-37

mer sea-ice extent [e.g., Lindsay et al., 2008; Day et al., 2014; Bushuk et al., 2017], but it38

remains difficult to observe remotely and predict accurately with numerical sea-ice mod-39

els [e.g., Haas, 2003; Holland et al., 2010; Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2016]. In-40
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ternal stresses in sea ice floes and drag from ocean and atmosphere can build up ice in41

thick ridges under compression, or form leads of open water during extension that in-42

crease ocean-atmosphere energy exchange [e.g., Parmerter and Coon, 1973; Thorndike43

et al., 1975; Haas, 2003; Batrak and Müller, 2018]. Ice ridging takes place when ice floes44

break into smaller pieces and create a chaotic and thick rubble [e.g., Hopkins, 1994]. The45

subaerial ice rubble produced by this process is called a sail, and the subaqueous part a46

keel [e.g., Hopkins, 1998]. Due to the difference in ice and water density, sea ice keels are47

deeper than their corresponding sails. Both keels and sails increase the form drag of the48

ice pack [Tsamados et al., 2014].49

In widely used large-scale continuum sea-ice models, the ice pack in each cell is50

described by thickness distribution functions [e.g., Thorndike et al., 1975; Flato and Hi-51

bler, 1995; Lipscomb et al., 2007; Ungermann et al., 2017]. Ridge building modifies the52

thickness distribution, and is determined by the required increase in potential energy and53

associated frictional losses [Coon, 1974; Pritchard, 1975; Rothrock, 1975; Hopkins et al.,54

1991; Hopkins, 1998]. The ice strength is parameterized to scale with ice thickness [e.g.,55

Hibler, 1979; Lipscomb et al., 2007]. However, established ridge building models may56

lead to biases in ice-thickness distribution, compared to observations [e.g., Flato and Hi-57

bler, 1995; Amundrud et al., 2004; Ungermann et al., 2017]. Furthermore, current ridging58

models based on the continuum assumption, are formulated for model-grid sizes exceeding59

by far individual ice-floe sizes. As a climate-model resolution increases, and potentially60

approaches size of large individual sea-ice floes, it becomes relevant to consider the phys-61

ical basis for ridging on the ice-floe scale. Lagrangian particle-based sea ice models may62

be feasible alternatives to continuum models at fine resolutions [e.g., Hopkins et al., 1991;63

Gutfraind and Savage, 1997; Li et al., 2014; Herman, 2016; Damsgaard et al., 2018], but64

still require model development for handling the multitude of involved physical phenom-65

ena.66

Amundrud et al. [2004] presented a threshold for ridging per ice floe, based on the67

elastic buckling failure of an elastic plate (sea-ice floe) interacting with an elastic founda-68

tion (sea water). However, the threshold value does not account for ice plasticity that man-69

ifests itself in brittle failure under compression [e.g., Coon, 1974]. Hopkins [2004] first70

included ridging in a Lagrangian sea-ice model for the Arctic ocean. In this model com-71

pressional strength linearly relaxes after ridging failure, and the internal stress distribution72

is reset every 24 hours. However, the approach does not conform to physical principles73
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of elasticity, plastic failure and frictional sliding. Consequently, a new ridging parame-74

terization is needed for particle-based sea-ice models, describing the stress and geometry75

evolution during compression (Fig. 1). Flato and Hibler [1995] argued that thickness dis-76

tributions for intact and deformed ice should be considered separately. Here we show that77

the two states have drastically different mechanical properties.78
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Figure 1. Particle-based sea-ice models are missing a parameterization describing how ice-floe pairs

transition from an original, pre-failure state (a), to an actively ridging mode (b).

79

80

In this study, we analyze the mechanics of two simulated ice floes that undergo com-81

pressional strain. Based on these results, we derive a parameterization for larger-scale sea-82

ice models, and demonstrate how ridging mechanics influence larger-scale stress and strain83

distribution.84

2 Compression experiments with two idealized ice floes85

We start with a two-dimensional simulation of two ice floes constructed of many86

particles in a triangular packing connected by rigid bonds (Fig. 2I). These bonds transfer87

force and torque between particles elastically, and break according to a criterion derived88

from the elastic-plastic beam theory (Supplementary Text S1). Interactions between un-89

bonded particles are elastic and frictional (according to the Coulomb friction law) [e.g.,90

Damsgaard et al., 2013, 2018]. We note that the bonded and unbonded elasticity is true91

material elasticity, that is different from the elastic term in elastic-viscous-plastic sea ice92

models where it is included for numerical efficiency [e.g., Hunke, 2001; Lipscomb et al.,93

2007]. The momentum balance for ice-floe translation and rotation is explicitly integrated94

through time, and the simulated particle dynamics include the full physical range from95

elastic wave propagation to plastic rearrangement. The simulation domain is two-dimensional96

with one horizontal (x) and one vertical axis (z). Sea level is constant at z = 0 and the97
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water is motionless. Gravitational acceleration applies to all particles, and submerged vol-98

umes experience buoyant uplift and water drag. The outer edges of the ice floes are fixed99

horizontally, and can move up and down through a slip boundary condition. The ice floes100

are compressed with a constant velocity, and resultant stresses are monitored through time101

(insert figure in Fig. 2). Simulation parameters are listed in Table S1 in the supporting102

information. We vary the ice-floe thicknesses, ice-floe geometry, compressional velocity,103

and numerical resolution. Some experiments include instantaneous refreezing by bonding104

ice particles together upon contact. For comparison we also model compressive mechanics105

of a floating, elastic sheet, as well as purely elastic ice floes with unbreakable bonds. The106

mechanical properties are in all cases uniform throughout the domain.107

2.1 Results108

We divide the observed compressional deformation behavior into distinct stages109

of pre- and post-failure (Fig. 2). During the elastic pre-failure stage the thinner ice floe110

buckles upwards (Fig. 2II), and the ice floes experience large internal stresses. Buckling111

is common when slender or thin materials are subjected to a compressive stress, causing112

out-of-plane deflection and a reduction in elastic rigidity. Due to flotation, the ice-floe113

contact center is situated above the midpoint of the thicker ice floe. This geometric con-114

figuration creates a rotational moment at the floe-floe interface that bends the thinner ice115

floe upwards. During peak stress, yield failure occurs in the zone of maximum curvature116

and tensile stress located at the top of the thinner ice floe (Fig. 2II). In the post-failure117

state the ice floes break into many pieces creating a disorganized pressure ridge (Fig. 2III).118

Contact forces between ice bits are caused by gravity and buoyancy, and further compres-119

sion is limited by Coulomb frictional sliding that leads to increase in potential energy.120

The observed behavior is independent of the model numerical resolution (Fig. S1). Ex-121

periments with instantaneous refreezing do not show different peak stress values, but dis-122

play larger compressive strength in the post-failure state as the ice-rubble quickly gains123

cohesion (Fig. S2). However, the structural rigidity is still much lower than the intact, pre-124

failure state. We do note that strength and geometrical variations in the third dimension125

are likely to provide more a gradual yield failure across space, but this is outside of our126

current simulation capabilities.127

Simulations of an elastic sheet instead of two discrete elastic-plastic ice floes, repro-133

duce analytical buckling solution (Fig. 3, Amundrud et al. [2004]). However, our results134
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Figure 2. Simulated interaction between two elastic-plastic ice floes, seen from the side. We simulate the

mechanical response under a constant compressive strain rate with velocity cv. Compression causes first-order

buckling (II) that can evolve to ridging in the case of brittle failure (III). Time and compressive strain increase

downwards, and magenta horizontal lines denote sea level. The insert figure shows observed compressive

stress during compression and stresses modeled with our parameterization.
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132

show that the compressive strength of an elastic sheet is an overestimation of the ice rigid-135

ity compared to simulations of two discrete and elastic(-plastic) ice floes. We propose a136

first-principles formulation for the maximum compressive strength in sea ice models that137

fits our observations, Nmax = KIch3/2
minA−1, where Nmax is the maximum compressive stress,138

KIc is the fracture toughness of the sea ice, hmin is the thinnest ice thickness participating139

in the ridging, and A is the transverse contact area (Fig. 1a). The resultant stress-strain140

model for particle sea-ice models is listed in Supplementary Information S2.1 to S2.3.141

A commonly used value for sea-ice fracture toughness is 1.285 × 106 Pa m1/2 [Hopkins,142

2004]. The relationship implies that thinner ice floes in a multi-thickness assemblage are143

likely to ridge before thicker floes. However, the relationship between ice thickness and144

ridging participation is not linear, as is commonly assumed [e.g., Hibler, 1979; Lipscomb145

et al., 2007]. Stresses during post-failure sliding are elastic and limited by Coulomb fric-146

tion on the contact surface, and can be parameterized from the ice-floe shape and fric-147

tional properties (SI Eq. 10 and 11).148

3 Bulk dynamics with ridging parameterization152

To investigate the performance of the formulation for the maximum compressive153

strength described above, we implement it in a larger-scale particle sea-ice model. The154
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Figure 3. Comparison of buckling stresses in our elastic-plastic ice floe simulations (cross symbols) with

analytical derivations for elastic plates floating on an elastic ocean [Eq. 6 in Amundrud et al., 2004]. The

bending mode in the analytical model is denoted m, and the simulation compressive velocity is cv.

149

150

151

model is two-dimensional and oriented in plan view at the sea surface. Each ice floe is155

simulated with a single Lagrangian particle with discrete-element contact mechanics [e.g.,156

Gutfraind and Savage, 1997; Hopkins, 2004; Herman, 2016; Damsgaard et al., 2018]. Dif-157

ferent from discrete-element methods, the ridging parameterization limits the compressive158

stresses between particles. The contacts switch to post-failure mode if peak compressive159

stresses are reached. Full details can be found in Supplementary Text S2. Post-failure160

compressive stress is parameterized as a function of frictional resistance along the slid-161

ing interface (Fig. 1b). The observed non-monotonic stress-strain behavior is in contrast162

to the conventional approach where thickness governs compressive sea-ice strength alone,163

and no distinction is made between intact and actively ridging ice [e.g., Rothrock, 1975;164

Hibler, 1979]. We first compare the ridging parameterization to the detailed elastic-plastic165

compressional experiments (insert figure in Fig. 2). The proposed parameterization cap-166

tures the stress transition and main low-frequency dynamics in the two-floe elastic-plastic167

experiment.168

To assess the influence on bulk assemblage properties under uniaxial compression,174

we vary fracture toughness (KIc) from 1.285×105 Pa m1/2 to 1.285×107 Pa m1/2 (Fig. 4).175

Cylindrical ice floes are randomly generated with diameters between 40 and 200 m and176

a uniform thickness of 1 m. Elastic and frictional parameters are identical to the two-floe177
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Figure 4. Uniaxial compression experiments at a compressive strain of εc = 0.45. Ice floes are colored ac-

cording to their thermal energy increase contributed by pre and post-failure contact sliding. Contacts between

ice floes are marked by straight lines. White lines denote contacts in the pre-failure state, while black lines

denote failure and active ridging. KIc is the applied fracture toughness value for each experiment, and cv is

the compressive velocity.
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compression experiment (Table S1). The right boundary (−y) of each run is moved at a178

constant rate towards the left (Fig. 4). The left boundary (+y) is fixed, and the top and179

bottom (x) boundaries are periodic. Figure 4 shows the deformation behavior during uni-180

axial compression. With low fracture toughnesses (KIc = 1.285 × 105 Pa m1/2) the defor-181

mation is distributed and the majority of contacts ridge. With higher fracture toughnesses,182

less contacts ridge and deformation is more localized, as evident from the distribution183

of frictional energy (ice-floe colors in Fig. 4). The bulk compressive strength of the ice-184

floe assemblage is heavily influenced by the choice of fracture toughness (Fig. S3). Low185

fracture toughness values cause a low bulk compressive stress as ice floes soon reach the186

weak post-failure state. With higher fracture toughnesses the bulk assemblage strength-187

ens, and individual ridging events exert significant decreases in the bulk compressive188

stress. Failure between ice floes cause stick-slip dynamics due to the rapid decreases in189

compressive stress (Fig. S3 and Supplementary Movies 1 and 2). Similar to axial com-190

pression, the fracture toughness value also dictates strain distribution during simple shear191

(Fig. S4). Low fracture toughnesses result in widespread ridging, while ridging localizes192

at the boundaries with increasing fracture toughness.193
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4 Discussion and Conclusions194

Sea ice ridging increases ice-pack thickness, and plays an important role in the for-195

mation of multi-year ice. Present sea-ice models use an assumption that compressive196

stress monotonically increases during compression. However, results of a high-resolution197

Lagrangian model used in this study show that the deformation is characterized by two198

distinct stages. One is reversible elastic deformation, and the other one is irreversible brit-199

tle failure and ridge building. When ridging is initiated the compressive stress decreases200

by more than two orders of magnitude. The low compressional failure during ridge build-201

ing is controlled by Coulomb sliding, buoyancy, and potential energy increase. The tran-202

sient mechanical interections are in direct contrast to current sea-ice models that determine203

compressive stress from ice thickness alone, without distinguising between ridging and204

non-ridging mechanics. Based on results of the Lagrangian-particle model simulations205

we propose to parameterize the observed behavior based on the first principles of fracture206

toughness and Coulomb sliding, suitable for simulating ridging in particle-based sea-ice207

models. Elastic strength before failure depends on the ice thickness to a power of 3/2. In208

assemblages of many ice floes the mechanical transition and associated weakening causes209

stick-slip dynamics and strain localization, particularly with higher fracture toughness val-210

ues. The proposed parameterization of elastic deformation and brittle failure effects on211

strength can be implemented in large-scale particle and continuum based sea-ice models.212

The parameterization potentially improves formation and dynamics of damaged zones, and213

consequently fidelity in representation of sea-ice state in climate models.214
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